
A real-time auto insurance acquisition platform, 
engineered to compete in the InsurTech revolution

LightSpeed Auto

Digital auto insurers own the future 
Three trends are transforming personal auto insurance: 

1) the evolving insurance buyer 
2) new connected devices raising expectations across 

all generations 
3) competitive pressures from advertising, nontraditional 

technology entrants, and other disruptors  

Top digital insurers grew twice as fast, with combined 
ratios six points better than less-digital competitors.1 

LightSpeedTM is built to boost conversion rates
A typical quote involves 10 to 35 questions and takes  
7 to 20 minutes to complete. Meanwhile, 30 percent  
of prospects never make it through the sales funnel.  
Plus, another third are up-rated after the initial quote,  
and more than half of those prospects will not purchase.2

LightSpeed delivers competitive advantages with a 
seamless customer experience, unmatched data
resources, and groundbreaking predictive analytics. 

• Bring decision points forward in your workflow
• Tailor precise business rules to each transaction
• Optimize quote throughput for your risk appetite
• Improve acquisition costs and speed to bind

1. McKinsey & Co., Making Digital Strategy a Reality in Insurance,  
    September 2016 
2. Verisk client experience

LightSpeed is made for profitable acquisition

 Get underwriting and rating data at quote start

  Issue one-and-done quotes with no second rate call

 Fast-track verified risks to bind within 2 minutes

 Keep leads in the pipeline with 30% more throughput

 Fight premium leakage and fraud

 Enhance satisfaction and the buyer experience

 Grow profitably with new value-matched economics

3 questions, 2 minutes, 1 platform… 
get 30% more quotes with LightSpeed

Name, address, date of birth…that’s it. LightSpeed goes 
to work backed by RISK:check® Point of Sale to sort the 
best quotes. The platform delivers a verified super-lead, 
complete with prefill data on drivers, vehicles, coverages, 
licensing, violations, and losses, plus the next generation  
of innovative data sources, such as telematics. 
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Deliver a highly accurate, bindable quote in two minutes or less
Acquire more business—faster and with value-matched economics—for the best customer experience in the market. 
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Get a better, faster quote.
Acquire more business—faster—for the best experience in market.

Quote Bind
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Quote Workflow: Before and After LightSpeed

How does LightSpeed do it? 

Innovative platforms from Verisk use advanced analytics to corroborate data across numerous information 
sources, with selectable filters based on the number of “hits,” timeliness, and completeness of records.

Reimagine your quote workflow with LightSpeed. It just takes a couple of minutes.


